Educational Appetizer III: Ice Breakers

Micro-Faculty Development brought to you by Elisabeth Schlegel
Target Group

All users of Audience Response Systems
• Learner might take a while to access a web-based Audience Response system causing a rocky start to a question-driven session

• One fun way to orient students towards the access is using Ice-breaker questions such as
  • “Where is my accent from?” (The teacher’s)
  • “What is your favorite vacation spot?”
  • “Which skill do you think you possessed?” or aligned with the theme
  • “Teaching students makes me feel......”

• Word clouds work well
Poll Everywhere

Respond at PollEv.com/som1

Text SOM1 to 37607 once to join, then text your message

You can do this......
PollEverywhere: Start with an Ice Breaker to Orient Students to the Activity & Grab the Attention!
Ice Breaker – Open Answers

How could we engage the audience during Grand Rounds?

Respond at PollEv.com/medicalschoo956

Text MEDICALSCHOO956 to 37607 once to join, then text your message

Answers to this poll are anonymous

Group work

Think Pair Share
I am a healthcare provider and a teacher, and I feel:

- frustrated
- important
- pressed
- inspired
- great
- conflicted
- proud
- scared
- timely
- inundated
- supported
- wildly
- overwhelmed
- time
- sleep
- wonderful
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